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  IMPORTANT VETWORK® PARTNERSHIP UPDATE 
 
 

 
 

 
Greetings and happy new year to you and your entire team. Thank you for your continued partnership! 

 
As one of our valued partners, we wanted you to be the first to know that we have listened to the feedback Vetwork® 
partners like you have provided, and have many exciting enhancements planned for our clinic partners in 2022: 

• You let us know you wanted more insurance product choices for your clients. To that end, later this year, Companion 
Protect will launch multiple new insurance products with large, trusted, national brands and will be announcing plans 
to roll-out more in-Vetwork® product choices later this year. 

• You provided feedback that our existing Direct Pay experience is too complex, and requested more simplicity and 
clarity for your staff. At Companion Protect, we know that Direct Pay is a critical component to providing affordable 
(and often life-saving) care to your clients and are committing significant technology resources this year to 
streamline the process to make it easy and accurate for your staff. 

 
These efforts involve a large-scale technology and operational effort that require that we cease sales of new Companion 
Protect policies next month.  
 
Beginning February 17, 2022, Companion Protect will be unable to make new policies available via your clinic. Rest assured 
that our Vetwork® Agreement and relationship will continue, and your insured clients will continue to have great coverage 
powered by Companion Protect. Additionally, like you, we believe that Direct Pay is a critical enabler of life-saving care and 
will continue to offer our existing Direct Pay solutions to your insured clients while we work to build a new and improved 
experience. We anticipate that we will reinstate the marketing of new policies via your clinic when we roll-out our new 
product choices later this year. 
 
During our enhancement period, your clinic will continue to enjoy the following benefits: 

• Providing care for covered services with Direct Pay for insured customers 
• Utilizing Promoboxx content to drive awareness to your clinic and ease the burden of social media planning 
• Receiving claims support from Claims Managers and myself 

 
 

NEXT STEPS 

1. Your clinic will stop distribution of Companion Protect materials to clients and remove posters/signage, digital 
marketing, and brochures from clinic areas, upon receipt of this letter. 

2. Companion Protect will officially disable all enrollment links and QR codes on February 17, 2022. 

 
 
If you have any questions, feel free to schedule a meeting with me via email or by scanning the QR code below. Again, we 
truly value and appreciate your partnership and look forward to leveraging your feedback to form a better network and 
experience for you in the near future. 
 
Thank you, 
 
 
JESSE HILLS | Vetwork® Account Manager | jhills@companionprotect.com 


